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Key Points:5

• The atmospheric circulation response to global warming is both a challenge to pre-6

dict and to understand7

• Models of idealized atmospheres allow a process-oriented investigation of the cir-8

culation response9

• A growing number of models of simpler atmospheres are being developed and shared10
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Abstract11

The atmospheric circulation response to global warming is critical for accurate pre-12

diction of climate change on regional scales. For the midlatitudes, shifts in the extrat-13

ropical jet streams have important consequences for precipitation, blocking, and extreme14

events. It has proven a challenge, however, to predict. For example, the North Atlantic15

jet stream plays a vital role in the climate of eastern North America and Europe; in the16

last intercomparison of state-of-the-art climate models, there was not even agreement17

on the sign of its wintertime response to global warming. We also lack a comprehensive18

theory for the impact of warming on the midlatitude circulation.19

In a recent study, Tan et al. (2019) constructed models of simpler atmospheres to20

explore the response of the midlatitude jet to global warming. Their idealized atmospheres21

highlight the difficulty of developing a comprehensive theory for the midlatitude circu-22

lation, but also provide pathways to improve models of Earth’s atmosphere. Models of23

simpler atmospheres allow one to isolate the impact of specific atmospheric processes,24

and connect theoretical understanding with comprehensive climate prediction systems.25

Such models can also be used to explore very different atmospheric regimes, from Earth’s26

past to distant planets.27

1 A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away...28

Four planets orbited stars just like our own Sun. They were the same size as Earth,29

with a similar orbit and rotation rate, but lacking a tilt to their planetary axes of rota-30

tion, had no seasonal cycle. They were “swamp worlds”, with moist surfaces of uniform31

heat capacity that could not transport heat like our ocean, and they exhibited no topo-32

graphic features or differences in albedo to perturb the zonal structure of the climate,33

i.e., “slab ocean aquaplanets”, as referred to in the climate modeling literature. Most34

curiously, the atmospheric composition on each planet varied substantially, leading to35

different interactions with outgoing terrestrial (infrared) radiation.36

On the first planet, the atmosphere interacted uniformly with all infrared frequen-37

cies. This is referred to “gray radiation” in the atmospheric science literature (e.g., Frier-38

son et al., 2006), in that this atmosphere does not differentiate between frequencies, or39

“colors”, of infrared light. The overall optical depth was comparable to Earth’s atmo-40

sphere, but exhibited no temporal variation. The planet had the equivalent of a hydro-41

logical cycle, but its condensible “water vapor” was transparent to radiation. Hence the42

hydrological cycle transported latent energy upward and polarward, influencing both the43

atmospheric stability and equator-to-pole temperature gradients as on Earth, but had44

no direct interaction with radiative transfer.45

The second planet was nearly the same, but its atmospheric composition was slightly46

more complex, allowing for interaction with different infrared frequencies, but only across47

a few, broad bands. Hence radiative heating was more similar to that on Earth, but the48

optical depths were still constant in time because there was no direct interaction with49

its “water vapor”. The third planet was exactly the same as the second, except that its50

condensible substance could interact with infrared radiation. This allowed the hydro-51

logical cycle to directly interact with radiative transfer, and importantly, provide the equiv-52

alent of a water vapor feedback. The fourth world was the most like our Earth, with fully53

interactive radiative transfer and water vapor. No clouds formed on this planet, how-54

ever, or on any of the others.55

How would global warming impact the midlatitude atmospheric circulation on these56

planets? The question sounds much easier than predicting climate change on Earth: their57

climates are zonally symmetric, there is no annual cycle or coupled atmosphere-ocean58
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variability, and there are no cloud feedbacks. The answer, however, is still far from triv-59

ial.60

As explored by Tan et al. (2019), the midlatitude circulation would respond rather61

differently on each planet. On the first, with the gray atmosphere, the extratropical jet62

streams and storm tracks would initially contract equatorward in response to enhanced63

greenhouse gas concentrations. They would expand poleward in the other planets, al-64

beit at very different rates: the circulation response becomes more sensitive to surface65

temperature as the transfer of long wave radiation through the atmosphere becomes more66

Earth-like, both in terms of the vertical structure of the radiative heating/cooling and67

its ability to interact with water vapor.68

2 The challenge of midlatitude circulation trends69

Tan et al. (2019) were not motivated by recent discoveries of exoplanets: under-70

standing the response of the storm tracks on these hypothetical worlds has direct rel-71

evance for Earth’s atmosphere. As highlighted by Shepherd (2014) and Vallis et al. (2015),72

we have little confidence in projections of the large scale atmospheric circulation, the ex-73

tratropical jet streams and associated storm tracks in particular. Accurate prediction74

of the jet response is critical for understanding changes in precipitation and extreme events.75

Regional climate models can capture the smaller scale processes and detailed interac-76

tions with local orography associated with extremes, but they depend on global climate77

models for an accurate prediction of the incoming wind and moisture conditions. Put78

more colloquially, if you want to predict to local weather, “the answer, my friend, is blowin’79

in the wind.”80

It is generally expected that the extratropical jet streams and storm tracks will shift81

poleward in response to warming (e.g., Yin, 2005). Based on observations of interannual82

variability in the extratropical jets, a poleward shift would lead to substantial changes83

in storm activity, precipitation, and temperature over much of North America and Eura-84

sia (e.g., Thompson & Wallace, 2001), and Australia and South America (e.g., Thomp-85

son et al., 2011).86

When one considers the details, however, the situation quickly becomes murky. In87

the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) models, the signal is complicated88

in the boreal hemisphere, with substantial spread in the response of the Pacific and At-89

lantic storm tracks (e.g., Barnes & Polvani, 2013). As shown in Figure 1a, the response90

of the jets in CMIP5 models to quadrupled CO2 varies substantially over the annual cy-91

cle, and between the North Atlantic and the North Pacific (Grise & Polvani, 2016). Fur-92

thermore, in most seasons, the model spread is at best weakly correlated with differences93

in the models’ climate sensitivity, as seen in Fig. 1b. This is to say, models that warm94

more in response to greenhouse gas forcing don’t necessarily exhibit stronger circulation95

trends.96

In the austral hemisphere, there is general agreement on the sign of the response97

(i.e., the poleward shift), and that the trends increase the more the world warms (Grise98

& Polvani, 2016). Much of the signal that we have been able to observe, however, was99

forced by stratospheric ozone loss (e.g., Polvani et al., 2011), and uncertainty in the ex-100

pected recovery of stratospheric ozone leads to substantial spread in future climate pro-101

jections (e.g., Gerber & Son, 2014).102

3 A focus on atmospheric processes103

The difficulty in simulating midlatitude circulation trends mirrors—or perhaps stems104

from—a lack of understanding. There is not a generally accepted theory that predicts105

whether the extratropical jets should move poleward or equatorward in response to global106
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warming, let alone the amplitude of the response. At a workshop on storm tracks held107

near Stockholm last summer1, roughly a dozen theories were discussed, most equally plau-108

sible (or at least equally un-falsifiable) given the range of change we have observed.109

Tan et al. (2019) help explain why a theory may be so elusive: the response of the110

circulation to warming differs qualitatively depending on the representation of radiative111

transfer in the atmosphere! At face value, this sounds hopeless for a theoretician: adding112

gray radiative transfer (Planet 1 in Section 1) to a dynamical theory is tough enough;113

none of the dozen or so theories in the literature directly incorporate radiative transfer.114

And even if a clever dynamicist managed to do so, a qualitatively different answer would115

arise if one of the more sophisticated radiation schemes were used instead. Just account-116

ing for a few bands of radiation (Planet 2), even without water vapor feedback, is suf-117

ficient to change the sign of the response!118

But all is not lost; Tan et al. (2019) argue that the key impact of radiation may119

lie in how it determines the mean state of the atmosphere. While they took great care120

to ensure that global mean temperature and climatology were consistent across the four121

planets they consider —which was no small task— there were still fundamental differ-122

ences in the atmospheric structure. The gray radiation scheme is associated with a so-123

called split jet, where the subtropical jet (the baroclinic jet associated with the Hadley124

cell) is well-separated from the eddy-driven, or midlatitude jet (which is associated with125

surface westerlies generated by eddy momentum fluxes). In the other configurations with126

a more realistic representation of radiative transfer, the subtropical and midlatitude jets127

were more merged together, as they are (generally) observed on Earth.128

This insight provides us two paths forward. First, an accurate representation of the129

basic state is essential for climate prediction. The equatorward bias in the midlatitude130

jets in our climate models requires further attention (e.g., Wenzel et al., 2016). There131

was substantial improvement on climatologies of the jets between CMIP3 (Kidston &132

Gerber, 2010) and CMIP5 models (Barnes & Polvani, 2013), and the DynVarMIP will133

focus on this in the CMIP6 (Gerber & Manzini, 2016).134

Second, for further theoretical development, mechanisms must explicitly account135

for the mean state. If a proposed mechanism cannot differentiate the response of gray136

atmosphere from the more realistic configuration, it is not sufficiently discerning to help137

us explain the climate response to warming.138

In addition, the hierarchy of atmospheres explored by Tan et al. (2019) allowed them139

to highlight specific processes that are critical in the circulation response. Their results140

support a growing awareness that stratospheric temperature trends play a key role in141

tropospheric circulation trends (e.g., Manzini et al., 2014; Grise & Polvani, 2017). They142

also find that latitudinal extent of the warming response in the tropics plays a key role143

in the circulation response (cf. Tandon et al., 2013). This mirrors the insight we gain from144

El Niño–Southern Oscillation, where a warming of the tropics causes the extratropical145

jets to contract towards the pole (Seager et al., 2003), while global warming tends to push146

the jets apart (Lu et al., 2008).147

4 Connecting theory to comprehensive atmospheric models148

In the language of Maher et al. (2019), Tan et al. (2019) developed a “diabatic”149

hierarchy, a sequence of models that are identical except for the their representation of150

the internal diabatic processes in the atmosphere. Beginning with the gray atmosphere151

developed by Frierson et al. (2006), they worked their way up to a representation of full152

radiation (albeit without clouds), similar to configurations established by Merlis et al.153

1 http://climdyn.misu.su.se/stormtracks2018/
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(2013) and Jucker & Gerber (2017). While the quantitative response of the jet depends154

critically on the radiative transfer scheme, Tan et al. (2019) suggest that a fairly sim-155

ple configurations, Planets 2 and 3, with only a few bands in the long wave and a sim-156

plistic water vapor feedback, may be sufficient to capture the qualitative response. It could157

be a good target for further theoretical development.158

Model hierarchies help to build bridges between theoretical understanding of the159

atmospheric circulation and its representation in increasingly complex climate and weather160

prediction systems (Maher et al., 2019, and references therein). We are confident in at-161

tributing global warming to anthropogenic activity not just because it appears in our162

most comprehensive models, but because we can see it in model hierarchies, the obser-163

vational record, and basic principles, perhaps most simply from the algebraic “layer mod-164

els” of the atmosphere, as first developed by Arrhenius (1896). In comparison, the cir-165

culation response to anthropogenic forcing is both more difficult to observe, given the166

low signal-to-noise ratio, and harder to pin down at a basic process level.167

Reducing the conceptual complexity, is a key element of a hierarchical approach,168

as illustrated in Fig. 2. There were several significant simplifications in the atmospheres169

of Tan et al. (2019). One was to remove zonal asymmetries: before we tackle differences170

in the North Atlantic and North Pacific jets (Fig. 1), can we nail down a theory for one171

homogeneous jet? A second key simplification was to remove the influence of clouds: be-172

fore we introduce uncertainties due to parameterization of clouds, can we understand cir-173

culation feedbacks with clear sky radiation? Answering these questions for intentionally174

simplified planets increases confidence in, and our interpretation of, state-of-the-art mod-175

els.176

The work by Tan et al. (2019) joins a growing number of efforts to build up a mod-177

eling infrastructure for the atmospheric circulation. Notably, the Isca framework of Val-178

lis et al. (2018) allows one to construct and use similar diabatic hierarchies. Isca was de-179

veloped within the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory modeling framework. The180

SimplER project within the Community Earth System Model framework is making avail-181

able more idealized configurations of the National Center for Atmospheric Research’s mod-182

els (Polvani et al., 2017). In particular, these model hierarchies come with user support183

to both compile and configure models. When multiple groups focus on similar atmospheric184

models, there is a chance to both reproduce key results, identify inconsistencies (and cod-185

ing bugs), and push forward new questions.186

5 Exploring climate regimes beyond our own187

To bring the discussion full circle, while idealized models are sufficiently motivated188

by the need to study Earth’s climate, they do provide a pathway to explore the circu-189

lation of exoplanets as well. For example, Kaspi & Showman (2015) explore a range of190

exoplanetary atmospheres with essentially the same gray atmosphere model used by Tan191

et al. (2019), Planet 1 in the sequence of Section 1 and Fig. 2, but over a much broader192

range of climatologies.193

Advances in observational capacity are making this work less hypothetical. One194

example is the recent observations of Martian atmosphere used by Kahre et al. (2015)195

to assess radiative-dynamic feedback due to observed dust and water cycles on Mars. Far-196

ther afield, Wolf (2017) uses an earlier version of Community Climate Model (CCM4)197

with a slightly modified radiation scheme to explore the range of habitability for exo-198

planets in the TRAPPIST-1 system. With a sufficiently high concentration of CO2 (or199

other greenhouse gas), planet “e” (the fourth of 7 planets orbiting the TRAPPIST-1 dwarf200

star) could potentially sit within the range of habitability, warm enough to sustain liq-201

uid water, but cool enough to avoid a runaway greenhouse effect!202
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6 Concluding remarks203

The models explored by Tan et al. (2019) are generally referred to as idealized at-204

mospheric models, or idealized General Circulation Models. We suggest a subtle, but im-205

portant rearrangement of the nomenclature. Rather than viewing them as simple mod-206

els of our atmosphere, consider them as models of simpler atmospheres.207

It is true that some idealized models are explicitly constructed to capture a sim-208

plified representation of the real atmosphere. In so-called Earth systems Models of In-209

termediate Complexity (EMIC; Claussen et al., 2002), the representation of the atmo-210

sphere, and all other components of the Earth system, are deliberately simplified to make211

them computationally efficient. Even our state-of-the-art climate prediction models are212

highly idealized compared to the real atmosphere, although here the simplification is not213

deliberate, but set by the limits of our understanding and computational power.214

Tan et al. (2019) had a different aim. Their alternative atmospheres are well-defined215

and deliberately simplified, to allow them to focus in on the role of a few key processes:216

radiative transfer and dynamics. Their models can be viewed as “recipes” for simpler217

atmospheres which could be explored independent of a given model framework. For ex-218

ample, their results could be tested across different resolutions, to ensure an accurate219

representation of the dynamics, or even across different numerical representations of the220

underlying dynamics and radiative transfer, e.g., the model of Merlis et al. (2013) as com-221

pared to Jucker & Gerber (2017).222

Held (2005) makes an analogy with biology, which has made great strides in un-223

derstanding the human body by focusing large efforts on “simpler” creatures. While evo-224

lution has provided a hierarchy to biology, climate scientists must decide themselves if225

simpler “climate models of lasting value” can help us understand our Earth. Viewed through226

a dynamical lens, Tan et al. (2019) have posed a few simpler planets that could be stud-227

ied with the aim of working our way up towards a full Earth atmosphere.228

To make full use of these model systems, we should increase their accessibility. Ef-229

forts to meaningfully share code, expertise, and development through freely-available code230

repositories, such as in the Isca framework (Vallis et al., 2018), could make this possi-231

ble. Not only does this make our science more accessible to the growing international232

research community, but it allows work on simplified atmospheres to progress towards233

an elegant and dynamically consistent hierarchy for understanding Earth’s atmosphere.234
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Figure 1. The response of the jets in the (top) North Atlantic sector (300-360◦E) and (bot-

tom) North Pacific sector (135-235◦E) to 4xCO2 forcing in Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project, Phase 5 (CMIP5) climate models. The left panels show the multimodel mean (solid

dot), 25-75 percentile range (horizontal bars), and individual model (small x marks) responses,

both for the annual mean and the four seasons. The right panels show the correlation between

the inter-model spread in the jet response and the models’ climate sensitivity (the equilibrium

response to double CO2 forcing), with a 95% error bound marked by vertical lines. It is only for

autumn in the North Atlantic, and summer in the North Pacific, when there exists a statistically

significant increase in the magnitude of the jet shift in models that warm more in response to

CO2 increase. Reproduced from Grise & Polvani (2016), their Figure 9.
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Figure 2. The tradeoff between conceptual uncertainty (i.e, the precision at which we under-

stand the model) and realism (i.e., the accuracy of the forecast) in the model hierarchy of Tan

et al. (2019). As the treatment of radiative transfer increases in realism, progressing from a gray

atmosphere to full radiation (as found in a comprehensive atmospheric model), we expect the

response to approach that of the true Earth. As the models increase in complexity, however, the

conceptual uncertainty, represented by the error bars, also increases. While a most realistic rep-

resentation of the Earth sytem is crucial for quantitative climate prediction, much can be learned

by fully understanding simpler systems.
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